Secure intelligent energy for the comfort of your home

For homeowners
Australia

With Schneider Electric’s residential solar solutions

solar.schneider-electric.com
Save money.
Cut your eco-footprint.
Simplified energy resilience.

Watch your investment performance and benchmark it to your expectations.

See your contribution on carbon reduction towards more sustainable future.

Manage your Smart Grid including virtual power plants and utility grid services.

solar.schneider-electric.com
Why choose Schneider Electric's solar products and solutions?

Future-Ready for Your Smart Home

- Powerful solar monitoring platform
- Simple user interface
- Access from anywhere
- Access from any devices
- Leading compatibility
- Advanced data security

20+ Years of Experience

We provide mature residential solar and storage solutions with unmatched reliability and 20+ years of experience

Long-Term Reliability

We provide you with robust, long-term and highly reliable solutions throughout the product’s lifecycle

Schneider Electric's Ecosystem of Products and Solutions

Commitment to The Future

With our strong heritage in solar power conversion and energy management, we’re committed to solar and storage as a mega trend in power generation
Solar + Storage Solutions

Secure power and optimize energy usage for self-consumption or time of use rates. Schneider Electric’s Solar and Storage solutions are ideal for grid-tied applications with backup power.

Schneider Electric’s solutions include storage inverter/chargers, solar charge controllers, monitoring and balance of systems, ensuring Life Is On everywhere, for everyone and at every moment.

Conext™ XW Pro Storage inverter/charger
- The ultimate backup power and off-grid performance
- Stores solar energy in batteries
- Provides backup power during power outages

MPPT Charge Controller
- Optimize the solar energy production
- Recharge dead batteries from solar

Energy Management
- Monitor and control your solar system locally or remotely with Insight Energy Management
- Mobile app available

Batteries
- Our solutions are compatible with multiple batteries, making it easy to design solar and storage systems
Select the right products for your needs

Q What’s your primary goal?

- **Sell Solar to the grid with backup power**
- **Solar Self Supply**
  - Grid-tied with backup power
  - Off-grid
- **Gain energy resilience without Solar**

**Inverter**

- XW Pro

**AC-Coupling**

- Compatible with third party inverters

**Maximize resilience and optimize battery charging from solar with MPPT Charge Controller**

- MPPT 100 600
- MPPT 80 600
- MPPT 60 150

**Accessories**

- System Control Panel
- Automatic Generator Start
- Battery Monitor

**Energy Management**

- Insight Energy Management

Schneider Electric Solutions include:
- Optional generator integration
- Web-based monitoring & configuration with Insight Energy Management
- Scalable multi-unit systems with XW Pro
- Grid code compatibility with XW Pro